Joe Payne came home to Portland to become Casco Bay’s first baykeeper.

CBW

Urban trailblazers trek through Portland

By Paul Kant

You’re walking a path through cuts of pine woods that rise 60 feet on both sides. From the distant lowlands drifts the smell of a salt marsh. After a quarter-mile more of rolling terrain, the trail emerges through shrubs to open ground. Unpacking a sandwich, you stride across a raised boardwalk which crosses reeds and spartina grasses. Sitting on the weathered boards, feet dangling above the marsh, you eat and gaze out over the fronds of grass, just beginning to turn their ocherous shades of autumn.

Suddenly there’s a flurry of movement in the reeds; a great blue heron surprises you—rising as slowly and majestically as a dirigible, seeming to float off into the sky as it pumps its wings gracefully. A little farther down the path, at another place on the marsh, the sound of rustling halts you suddenly. Looking up, you watch a belted kingfisher as it hovers, working the river for fish.

Where are you? Moosehead Lake? Acadia National Park? No. You’re right here within Portland city limits. Thanks to a joint public-private effort, you will soon be able to walk three miles of trail in the wilds of the Maine Audubon-owned Fore River Sanctuary, then—after crossing a connecting street by car—arrive at Capisic Pond and continue communing with nature for another few miles. These sections of trail are only the first step in a projected loop of greenways around Portland. In all, some day there could be approximately 30 miles of trails that connect Portland’s open spaces and stretch out to neighboring towns. But it is going to take a lot of money, cooperation from private landowners whose properties are crossed by the trail, and the sweat of a growing number of local volunteers before those trails are a reality.
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Bank: Cole Haan
founder a sneaker

Postcard兑奖活动

1. Questions about the Bank of Maine and the Cole Haan sneaker campaign: A logo representing the Bank of Maine. It features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The logo is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The logo is integrated into the design of the sneaker, which is primarily white with some blue and red accents.

2. The Cole Haan sneaker campaign: A white sneaker with blue and red accents. The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign."

3. Questions about the Bank of Maine and the Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

4. The Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

5. Questions about the Bank of Maine and the Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

6. The Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

7. Questions about the Bank of Maine and the Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

8. The Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

9. Questions about the Bank of Maine and the Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

10. The Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

11. Questions about the Bank of Maine and the Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

12. The Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

13. Questions about the Bank of Maine and the Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

14. The Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

15. Questions about the Bank of Maine and the Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

16. The Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

17. Questions about the Bank of Maine and the Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

18. The Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

19. Questions about the Bank of Maine and the Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.

20. The Cole Haan sneaker campaign: The sneaker is displayed on a white background. The sneaker features a balance on top of a choker with a choker. The sneaker is surrounded by the words "Bank of Maine" and "Sneaker Campaign." The sneaker is resting on a white surface.
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Saturday, September 17, 2021
**The homecoming of Joe Payne**

**Interview by Dan Kreis**

A dock cementing huntsman, who's the superlative air or paper power plant superintendent and power plant managers, haven't even inquired about Joe Payne. In Casco Bay, they know him simply as the baykeeper. Indeed, they know very little about Joe Payne, either.

Directly across the bar from Payne's modest shack, a light brown wooden craftsman's cottage, a boat stirring up a beautiful Casco Bay is pyramiding on the water.

"Getting home again is part of it. For Mainists born and bred, most of us want to work here. I've been inching my way toward it."

**Joe Payne**

When you're on the bay hanging around with lobstermen, fishing crews, sailors, and environmentalists and others of the ethic I and my wife have. We live in a passive solar-powered house and burn wood, which has its own air pollution problem.

And what do you think might be the role of the baykeeper's counsel? Something along the line of George Bush's counsel of war?

"I'll train the people how to take samples, how to be eyewitnesses to the environment and make notes on what they see — to know their piece of the coast." Joe Payne

"I think, also, that it would be a good opportunity for us to get off the hook by

What will a typical day in the life of the Casco Baykeeper be like?

Friends of Casco Bay has announced that you're going to be in charge of a new "stewardship program." What will that be?

That's something I'm really excited about. Our water quality monitoring program, our citizens stewardship program is a program where we'll volunteer. I'm convinced there are tons and tons and tons and tons of interested people who just need direction, who are going to do something to help the environment.

We'll do, once we design the program — you'll see this by next year — we're looking for Casco Bay and proposing areas that we feel we can rationalize. We'll train people to do this. We'll look at how they're going to react to this. We might be getting a lot of people to work on this. We'll go out and get to know the people there; we'll build a database; we'll get people involved; we'll get people interested and more people will be interested.

If we find a problem, our first step is to get the people who work on the water, meeting the people who work on the water. We'll then work on the people who build their relationships, in which we'll ask people: "What do you think we should do?" We'll put a little network in place to talk to people who are interested in the area.
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We'll do, once we design the program — you'll see this by next year — we're looking for Casco Bay and proposing areas that we feel we can rationalize. We'll train people to do this. We'll look at how they're going to react to this. We might be getting a lot of people to work on this. We'll go out and get to know the people there; we'll build a database; we'll get people involved; we'll get people interested and more people will be interested.

If we find a problem, our first step is to get the people who work on the water, meeting the people who work on the water. We'll then work on the people who build their relationships, in which we'll ask people: "What do you think we should do?" We'll put a little network in place to talk to people who are interested in the area.
Portland trails: Director Nathan Smith, left, and former director Dick Spencer.

URBAN TRAILBLAZERS
Continued from front page

The idea for a series of trails linking parks and other open
spaces around Portland goes back to the 19th century. In
1887, Mayor Foster Foster (founder of Portland) named three
parks and other locations to create a path system linking Foster
Park and others—so users could choose several parks for
their trail system. Foster Park is a favorite destination for hikers,
and the area is now a popular trail destination.

"In some places, the trail follows the bed and to the top of
the old railroad. Spencer said, heading west, "where
we once cut the Falmouth River to the Casco Bay. It's amazing,
and I've seen that you can still walk west that trail and all
day long on the same path. This was a tremendous break for
the trail and we are still developing it."

Spencer set a pace for the city with regard to trail
building, which is now being continued under the
management of the Portland Trails Association.
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URBAN TRAILBLAZERS

Continued from page 11

TRAILER TIME: Maine's conservationists have led the way to a network of trails that provide access to the coast, woods, and mountains. This network includes trails in Casco Bay and Portland Harbor, where visitors can explore the coastline and enjoy the natural beauty of the area.

"As one of the most densely populated areas in the country, the Casco Bay region offers some of the best urban trails in the nation," said Trailblazers President Sarah Smith. "With more than 20 miles of trails, we're pleased to offer these trails to both locals and visitors alike." 

The Casco Bay Trail is one of the most popular trails in the region, offering stunning views of the bay and its surroundings. The trail is open to the public year-round and is maintained by a team of volunteers and conservationists.

"We're always looking for new ways to improve our trails and enhance the experience for our visitors," said Smith. "We're excited to work with our partners to create a network of trails that will help preserve this valuable resource for generations to come."

The Trailblazers are committed to protecting the Casco Bay region and its natural resources. They work with local government agencies, non-profit organizations, and volunteers to create a network of trails that will help preserve this valuable resource for generations to come.

For more information on the Casco Bay Trail and other urban trails in the region, visit Trailblazers.org. A special thank you to our partner, the City of Portland, for providing space for this article.
Stop the War!  

By Cary Smart

Startling in January, the State of Maine will add certain combat veterans to the list of Maine veterans who qualify for special commemorative license plates saying "Veteran" at the bottom of the plate. Men and women who have served out of patriotism, bravery, and in utter defiance of the state of Maine's military service record, will now be eligible.

"Veteran" plates, the state should also make available plates with the words "War Objector." Yet better, Mainers could save themselves the $10 by shifting out "Vacationland" (or "War Objector") themselves. A law passed by the Legislature in 1990 allows Mainers to alter their plates as long as they don't obscure any writing, the registration stickers or the word "Maine.""
**Entertainment Weekly**

**Weekly Calendar:**

- **17**
  - **Date:** September 19
  - **Event:** The Fringe
  - **Location:** Freeport, ME
  - **Details:** The Fringe will be playing at the Festival of the Arts in Freeport, ME.

- **18**
  - **Date:** September 20
  - **Event:** Mixtape Mondays
  - **Location:** Portland, ME
  - **Details:** Mixtape Mondays will be held at the Portland Opera House in Portland, ME.

- **19**
  - **Date:** September 21
  - **Event:** Open Mike Eagle
  - **Location:** Portland, ME
  - **Details:** Open Mike Eagle will be performing at the Portland Observatory in Portland, ME.

- **20**
  - **Date:** September 22
  - **Event:** The Sound of Music
  - **Location:** Portland, ME
  - **Details:** The Sound of Music will be held at the Portland State University in Portland, ME.

**Special Events:**

- **Voting & Decision Making**
  - **Date:** September 21
  - **Location:** Portland, ME
  - **Details:** The voting and decision making event will be held at the Portland Museum of Art in Portland, ME.

**Ongoing Events:**

- ** malware:**
  - **Date:** September 21
  - **Location:** Portland, ME
  - **Details:** The malware event will be held at the Portland Opera House in Portland, ME.

**Submit your Event:**

- **Deadline:** September 19
  - **Location:** Portland, ME
  - **Details:** Submit your event before the deadline to be considered for inclusion in the next issue of Entertainment Weekly.

**Contact:**

- **Phone:** 503-555-5555

**Visit:**

- **Website:** entertainmentweekly.com

**Follow:**

- **Social Media:** Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

**Advertise:**

- **Contact:** sales@entertainmentweekly.com

**Subscribe:**

- **Phone:** 800-555-5555
- **Website:** entertainmentweekly.com

**About Entertainment Weekly:**

- **Mission:** Entertainment Weekly is a leading entertainment magazine that covers movies, TV, music, books, and more.

**Distribution:**

- **Print:** Distributed weekly in print
- **Digital:** Available on iOS, Android, and the web

**Advertise with Entertainment Weekly:**

- **Benefits:**
  - Increased exposure to your target audience
  - Customized advertising solutions

**Submit Your Event:**

- **Deadline:** September 19
  - **Format:** Submit your event in a clear and concise manner to ensure maximum visibility.

**Contact Us:**

- **Phone:** 503-555-5555
- **Email:** sales@entertainmentweekly.com

**Visit Us:**

- **Website:** entertainmentweekly.com

**Follow Us:**

- **Social Media:** Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

**Advertise with Entertainment Weekly:**

- **Benefits:**
  - Increased exposure to your target audience
  - Customized advertising solutions

**Subscribe:**

- **Phone:** 800-555-5555
- **Website:** entertainmentweekly.com
"Drowning By Numbers"

William Friedkin's new film stars Jonathan Rhys Meyers as a parapsychologist, who, along with his team of researchers, tries to establish the existence of ghosts in a haunted house. The film explores the boundaries between science and superstition, and the effects of paranormal activities on human behavior. The plot centers on a young couple who move into a house haunted by a series of mysterious events that lead them to question their sanity and the reality of what they are experiencing.


door ticket at the theater.

**WHAT'S WHERE**

**STAGE**

**General Cinemas**

Maine Mill

Main Street, Portland

Dorothy's Pond

105 Fore St., Portland

The Governor's

30 Water St., Portland

Hilton's

219 Maine Mall Rd., South Portland


definitions of haunted houses.

Greenaway's women are ruthless independents while his men are the stereotypical manly men. The story is set in England during World War II, and revolves around a group of people who are preparing to defend their city against German bombing raids.

While Greenaway's eccentric vision of the sordid games people play to save themselves is a provocation, it is also a commentary on the nature of human behavior and the ways in which we seek to control our destinies. The film is a critique of the ways in which power and control are used to shape individual lives and the larger social structures they inhabit.

The Hillary Clinton documentary film directed by Jane Campion, which will be screening this weekend, explores the former Secretary of State's political journey and her role in shaping contemporary politics. The film is a powerful examination of the challenges and complexities of leadership in the contemporary world.

The film features interviews with Clinton and other key figures in her political career, as well as historical footage and analysis. It provides a comprehensive look at Clinton's time in the public eye, from her days as a young lawyer in Little Rock to her tenure as Secretary of State.

**ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY**
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**SILVER SCREEN**

Consider a TIMBERFRAME ADDITION!

Add On and Increase the Thermal, Functional and Aesthetic Value of your Home.

**CHILTON'S ANNUAL SEPTEMBER SALE**

Every piece of Unfinished Furniture, Crafts and Stencils UP TO 50% OFF Maine's Largest Unfinished Furniture Dealer Custom Finishing and Delivery Available

**JAY YORK AFFORDABLE PHOTO**

has moved to a NEW LOCATION

**POLYMER SPECIALS**

**TERRA FIRMA**

crude craft food

**TECHES**

**PORTLAND AIKIDO**

**BILTY**

**TIMBERFRA M ADITI ON**

The Biltys of Maine will audit our office area, To order a catalog of the products on the cover of this page, call (207) 984-0430. The Biltys of Maine will audit our office area, To order a catalog of the products on the cover of this page, call (207) 984-0430. The Biltys of Maine will audit our office area, To order a catalog of the products on the cover of this page, call (207) 984-0430. The Biltys of Maine will audit our office area, To order a catalog of the products on the cover of this page, call (207) 984-0430.
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CLUBS

THURSDAY 9.12

Dane Bryant at smart jazz with guitar and keyboard. The Chadbourne Brothers (rock) The Acoustic Connection (live music)

FRIDAY 9.13

Mark Pavlovich /Andrew McKenzie /Lloyd Levine at The Empty Bottle

SATURDAY 9.14

Open Mic Night with Peter Grennan at The Chadbourne Brothers

TUESDAY 9.17

Artistic presentation of Great Britain's arts and culture to help the audience gain a more profound understanding of the international context.

WEDNESDAY 9.18

The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. 773-6866.

OUT OF TOWN

There is a works of art show for people interested in art history. The exhibit runs through 11 am-6 pm.
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MAINE ART

Through Education, an exhibition of select works by a group of Maine's leading contemporary artists:

ALFRED RECHENBERG, MARICA W. GANNIN
AUDREY ANDERSON, JACQUELINE LOWE
DANIEL SACH, OLIVIA DELIY
ERIKA MARRA, EUGENIA KAO
RICHARD W. BARRINGER, JENNIFER MORTON
JEFF FERRARO, ANITA L. CAIPE, OLIVIA DELIY
JONATHAN GERRISH, SHELLEY RUBINSTEIN
JOYCE COLEMAN, KATHRYN ROLLISON
JERRY LAMBERT, FRANK SLATER

October 2 - October 20, 1991

Opening Reception Friday, September 20, 6 - 8 pm

GALLERY OPEN TUES. - THURS. 10-6, FRI. & SAT. 10-5

ART GALLERY
15 Market St. • Portland, Maine • 207.772.2422

OTHER

Architectural Pharmaceuticals (Installation and Lecture), an exhibition of the work of Debra Wechsler, at the Portland Museum of Art through November 23. Compete with the artist for the best work and participate in the public educational program for the opening. For further information, call 773-1108.

The Casco Bay Greens, a project of the Maine Forest and Parks Department, is conducting an institute called "Reach Out," an alternative artists' space where artists can share their work and be inspired by each other's work. The institute will be held in the Casco Bay area and will include outdoor activities, painting, drawing, and music. The institute will run from September 22 to October 22, and all artists are welcome. For more information, call 773-1108.

The Danforth Institute, a new program for the study of art, is conducting an institute called "Artists and the State," which will be held in Portland, Maine, from September 22 to September 26. The program will include lectures and workshops on the history of art and the role of artists in society. For more information, call 773-1108.

The Southern Maine Art Association is conducting an institute called "Artists and the State," which will be held in Portland, Maine, from September 22 to September 26. The program will include lectures and workshops on the history of art and the role of artists in society. For more information, call 773-1108.

The Casco Bay Greens, a project of the Maine Forest and Parks Department, is conducting an institute called "Reach Out," an alternative artists' space where artists can share their work and be inspired by each other's work. The institute will be held in the Casco Bay area and will include outdoor activities, painting, drawing, and music. The institute will run from September 22 to October 22, and all artists are welcome. For more information, call 773-1108.

The Southern Maine Art Association is conducting an institute called "Artists and the State," which will be held in Portland, Maine, from September 22 to September 26. The program will include lectures and workshops on the history of art and the role of artists in society. For more information, call 773-1108.

The Casco Bay Greens, a project of the Maine Forest and Parks Department, is conducting an institute called "Reach Out," an alternative artists' space where artists can share their work and be inspired by each other's work. The institute will be held in the Casco Bay area and will include outdoor activities, painting, drawing, and music. The institute will run from September 22 to October 22, and all artists are welcome. For more information, call 773-1108.

The Southern Maine Art Association is conducting an institute called "Artists and the State," which will be held in Portland, Maine, from September 22 to September 26. The program will include lectures and workshops on the history of art and the role of artists in society. For more information, call 773-1108.
Summer Rose Special
12 Doses for $15
Aged dry aged
30/46 laying rate
Harmon's & Barton's
904 Congress St., Portland
778-5946
All efforts made to avoid possible delays.

THE HIGHLIGHT OF YOUR LIFE!
For self and mutual joy.
Call for more information.

THE HAIR EXCHANGE
18 Exchange St.
Rockland, ME
775-2555

Conner's last hurrah
Tommy Conner can't wait until those days. It used to be news to read something about old-timers like his dad, the late Don Conner. But now that he's playing, he's eager to share the memories.

The银行 of the Americas has extended its hours to 10 am to 6 pm. The bank is located at 1375 Commercial St. in Portland and has been serving the community for over 50 years. For more information, call 775-3697.

WELLNESS

Hospice of Southern Maine, 55 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

Community Health Center of Maine, 30 Congress St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

The Portland Music Library, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

SPORT

The Portland Tennis Club, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

The Portland Yoga Studio, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

ETC

The Portland Observer, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

The Portland Press Herald, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

The Portland Tribune, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

The Portland Vindicator, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

Out Side

The Portland Art Association, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

The Portland Book Exchange, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

The Portland Community College, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

The Portland Public Library, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

The Portland Recreation Department, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

The Portland School Board, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.

The Portland YMCA, 107 Middle St., Portland, is offering a program called "Living Well with Cancer." The program helps patients and their families navigate the challenges of cancer treatment. For more information, call 929-4402.
Public Cable brings you
DISNEY, CINEMAX & HBO FREE!

$9.95 INSTALLATION
SAVE $20
Call now!
775-3431 1-800-833-2253

We will donate $5.00 of your $9.95 installation cost to Cable In The Classroom.

PREVIEW SCHEDULE

CINEMAX on Channel 3*
Friday, September 13
10:30 pm The Love Boat: Season 4 4:45 pm A Lion & A Lamb
12:00 pm The Searchers 8:45 pm The Bridges
2:00 pm The Millionaire Mom 9:00 pm Conquest
6:00 pm The Rock 12:00 am Corporate Affairs

Saturday, September 14
9:00 am Made Without A Case 12:00 pm The Searchers
12:00 pm Radio Roberts 2:00 pm Walking In The Saddle
3:45 pm Townshipers 3:30 am The Mountains of Fire
5:00 pm Cimena Preview

HBO on Channel 3
Sunday, September 15
9:00 am All Dogs Go to Heaven 5:00 pm The Big Apple Circus
10:00 am When It Was A Game 8:00 pm Daffy Duck's Movie:
11:00 am Batman: The Animated Series 6:00 pm The Parent Trap
1:00 pm The Story of Snow 9:00 pm 2:30 pm Movie: Cheetah Trouble)
2:00 pm The Adventures Of Ford Fairlane 6:00 pm Movie: The Parent Trap
3:00 pm The Adventures Of Ford Fairlane 10:00 pm Sam's Soil
4:00 pm My Blue Heaven

Monday, September 16
12:00 am Once Upon A Time 5:00 pm Young Guns II
1:45 pm The Kitchen 11:00 pm HBO Free Preview
3:30 pm Starsky & Hutch in the Life of Brian Casting
4:00 pm The Freshman 10:00 pm The Adventures Of Ford Fairlane

Disney on Channel 5
Friday, September 20
10:00 am The Story of Snow 6:10 pm Movies, I Shouldn't Be Telling You
1:00 pm Movie Preview 9:00 pm The Little Rascals
6:00 pm Movie Preview 10:00 am The Little Rascals
12:00 am The Little Rascals

Saturday, September 21
3:30 pm Shrek 5:00 pm Special Daily Movie:
4:00 pm Treasure Island 6:30 pm The Adventures Of Ford Fairlane
10:00 pm The Little Rascals
12:00 am The Little Rascals

Sunday, September 22
7:00 pm The Little Rascals
8:30 pm The Adventures Of Ford Fairlane

Public Cable
All the things we are

*Offer good for Public Cable customers only. Some restrictions apply. The previews can be seen on Channel 16 In Gorham. Offer ends October 7, 1991.